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becomes 
possible with

developing translanguaging as a tool 
for learning in schools

families as collaborators, co-researchers and 
co-constructors 



Me: what languages do you speak? 

Parents: What do you mean?

Me: what’s the name of your 
language?

Parents: what do you mean?

Me: do you speak Slovak?

Parents: yes

Me: do you speak Roma?

Parents: yes

Me: oh great, which Roma?

Parents: what do you mean?

Manchester website!

“Nothing about us without us” (Roma rights, 2015) 
“Help us help your children”



http://romani.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/
http://romani.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/


• fluent Roma, not much Slovak
• mostly Slovak, a few words of Roma (Slovak and 

Roma mixed together)
• mostly Slovak, a few words of Roma learned from 

other children (not from parents)
• Slovak; understand some Roma but not spoken at 

home
• mixture of Slovak and Roma
• mixture of Czech, Slovak and Roma.

The complexity of translanguaging practices



We then began the process of ‘translanguation’ 
(translanguaged translation), and recording.

This took many hours and days 
to complete.

Then Marta and Zaneta helped 
us translate the children’s 
conversations back into English!

“How would you say it at home so the 
children will understand”

Marta to talk to us about what this was like and why she stepped forward to help 
us. Also if she can how this is different to Slovak Republic



Roma Celebration Day and the room opening: thanking Laco
and Marta and opening the room to parents

We were joined 
by over 40 
parents and 
their toddlers 
from Slovak 
Republic, 
Czech Republic 
and Romania





A Grandmother and Grandfather with their daughter-in-law have now 
translated 2 new enquiries into a translanguaged form of Ursari and 
Romanian

“Is there 
anything else I 
can do? I’m 
too young to 
do nothing all 
day!”



An identity building tool
for the parents
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Plurilingual identity construction 

Becoming a full social actor
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Languages for Dignity in Newcastle: how has this 
changed relationships in the school?

Large increase in parents 
attending parent-teacher 
school meetings 

Asking questions, seeking 
support for their children 

Feeling empowered 



As a result of  the school’s approach to learning more about the children’s Roma 
language, the community have become generally more involved in the school 
life. For example, young mothers have become teacher assistants in 
kindergarten classes. 

There is also an increased interest in registering children to start school this 
coming Autumn.

Teachers from state schools in the wider region have started to visit Tinca to 
learn from pedagogical practices, and have been encouraged to support Roma 
language use for learning and to involve Roma leaders locally in their schools.

Languages for Dignity in Romania: how has this 
changed relationships in the school?



• Simple language surveys aren’t always accurate (or sensitive)

• Find a gatekeeper (ideally a member of the Roma community or someone who has 
worked with the communities for many years) who the community trusts; build 
meaningful and reciprocal relations with the community through the gatekeeper. 
NOTE THIS TAKES TIME and hence commitment 

• Be wary of people who present themselves as ‘talking for a community’ – find 
someone on the ground actually doing this work

• Once you meet the families, try a list of words (or a bank of pictures) for translation. 
For Roma communities use the Manchester database and work backwards. 

Principles for practice in working alongside Roma communities



Roma is often kept for 
communication in the 
home/community.

Roma dialects’ are often 
not named in the same 
way languages of nation 
states are.

All European Roma also 
speak a European 
language and 
translanguage between 
this and their Roma 
dialect. Only the parents 
will know how this works.

Slovak Republic Czech Republic Romania

Newcastle 1. East Slovak 

Romani/Slovak

Not identified 

BUT can 

understand East 

Slovak Romani

Ursari/Romanian

2. Czech 

Vlax/Slovak

Montpellier Ursari/some 

Kalderash/Romanian

Romania Korturare/Romanian/ 

some Hungarian

Helsinki Ursari/Romanian

Principles for practice in working alongside Roma 
communities



Principles for practice in working alongside Roma communities:

• Begin with an understanding that Roma parents like others want their children to 
succeed, although some they may need some convincing about institutionalised forms of 
education such as schools.

• Use this to allay fears by making it clear that your support is to help their children.

• Many parents may have suffered greatly from prejudices in their country of origin and 
have a family history of such prejudices.

• Draw on parents’ linguistic expertise as funds of knowledge (languages for dignity) – see 
their funds as appropriate for school learning. 

• Adopt a whole school approach – everyone on board, whole school policies, mothers’ 
classes of their choosing, and special event days (but on its own this is not enough and 
can be tokenistic). 

• Aim to shift power relations for social justice by developing ‘symbiotic processes’ in 
which families are called upon in the development of prestigious pedagogical resources 
that teachers use in their everyday practice .


